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The UN’s Under-Secretary-General for Global Communications, Melissa Fleming, recently admitted in
a discussion with the World Economic Forum that the globalist institution has partnered with Big Tech
platforms like Google in order to control search results on subjects like climate change, making the
establishment narrative the predominant narrative while suppressing information and data that runs
contrary to the UN’s climate agenda.

Fleming went on to state that the UN is in control of the science: “We own the science, and we think 
that the world should know it, and the platforms themselves also do.”

In fact, no one “owns the science” on climate change, covid, or any other issue.  If the data does not
support a narrative then the narrative should be abandoned as faulty.  The UN seems to think
otherwise.

This open admission only reconfirms what the alternative media has been saying for years, that Big
Tech corporations, governments and globalist institutions are actively collaborating to crush dissenting
data and opinions as a means to keep the public as ignorant of the truth as possible.  Far from “fact
checking” or fighting “disinformation,” globalist efforts are purely about elevating their own propaganda
as a means to gain more authority over society.

Carbon emissions laws associated with the UN’s “Agenda 2030” give immense and intrusive power to
governments over industry, private property as well as individual freedoms.  It only makes sense that
the UN would try to combat any information source that contradicts the implementation of such laws;
they have everything to gain by preventing the public from viewing all the information and making an
informed decision on their own.
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